Dear Seniors, Professional Colleagues and Students,

We are pleased to inform you that the Pune Chapter of WIRC of ICSI (the ‘Pune Chapter’) will be celebrating its 43rd Foundation Day on Tuesday, March 22, 2016.

Pune Chapter has always been able to connect with its members and students effectively because of such formal and informal activities carried out by Pune Chapter. Members and students from Pune take pride in being associated with Pune Chapter and we believe events like Foundation day, Sports Week act as a perfect channel for ICSI brand building and team building.

It has been a tradition of the Pune Chapter to hold the Foundation Day to take an opportunity of felicitating the Rank Holders, Special Achievers, Sports Event Winners and elected officials on the Western Region or Central Council from Pune.

This is another opportunity to share thoughts and ideas and to get connected with the Chapter and its activities.

The Pune Chapter has also organized a cultural program being presented by the CS Art Circle of Pune.

Please note the following details for the 43rd Foundation Day:

Day and Date : Tuesday, March 22, 2016
Time : 6.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m.
Venue : Pt Jawaharlal Nehru Sanskrutik Bhavan, Ghole Road, Opposite Mahatma Phule Museum, Pune 411 005
Contributory Dinner* : Rs. 150 per person
(* Optional)

The dinner coupons would be available at the Chapter Office and at the Venue on the Foundation Day. Members of the Annual Contribution Scheme are requested to collect their coupon for Dinner.
On this occasion, Pune Chapter will be organizing an Exhibition to give an opportunity to the Members and Students to display their talents. All kinds of paintings, photographs, pottery, clay work, ceramic work and other handicrafts and articles by the Members and Students will be displayed at the Venue. Interested Members and Students should leave their handicrafts and relevant articles properly packed along with the name tag at the Pune Chapter by Saturday, March 19, 2016.

Please note that this is merely an exhibition; sale of the items displayed at the Venue is not contemplated.

The Screening Committee of the Pune Chapter will select the articles to be displayed before the Foundation Day celebration. We hope that Members and Students will make the most of this opportunity.

We look forward to your presence.

Yours sincerely,

CS Hrishikesh Wagh
Chairman
Pune Chapter of ICSI